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TEASER 

FADE IN:

CUE remixed theme song from 1960s “Batman” TV Series 

Title Treatment: Mob Rats

EXT./ESTAB. NEW YORK CITY SUBWAY STATION - NIGHT  

INT. “A” LINE SUBWAY TRAIN - SAME

BENNY BOOM a heavyset Rat dressed in a velour jogging suit 
is perched underneath a seat. He stares at a WOMAN with 
grocery bag in hand. 

MOVE IN on grocery bag food contents.  

He licks his chops and the doors to the train open to reveal 
MICKEY CANNON a muscle on muscle Rat dressed in a tight 
fitted pinstripe suit. 

ON BENNY AND MICKEY

BENNY BOOM

(unimpressed) Scurry back to the Boss 

and kick a few cans on the way. I got 

nothing for you buddy.

Mickey leaps onto the grocery bag and the Woman SCREAMS.

Chaos ensues. 

MICKEY CANNON

You are such a cliche to fat rats all 

around. 

Benny smiles. 

BENNY BOOM

My tummy cares not.  

MICKEY CANNON

So I guess consistency is key when you 

are being fat and lazy? This steak in 

my back pocket tells me so chubby.



The two rats face-off for a beat. SUBWAY RIDERS ease into 
the background. Benny blinks first ---

FAVORING BENNY

then scrambles his heavy bulk out the doors onto ---  

SUBWAY PLATFORM

BENNY BOOM

Come on! We do this every other day 

buddy. You chase, I run and everybody 

loses because I’m no snitch!

ON MICKEY

MICKEY CANNON

Yeah well today is different because 

the Boss told me to step it up. So 

surprise, surprise you about to go 

BOOM! 

Mickey pulls out a slingshot with colorful marble pellets 
and fires off a round that ricochets pass Benny’s high-top 
sneakers.   

BENNY BOOM

Holy crap! You almost shot my tail off 

Mickey!

MICKEY CANNON
(oozes sarcasm)

Turn around and I will shoot you in 

your big old belly instead. 

The two Rats create chaos on the subway platform as CROWDS 
OF PEOPLE scramble out of the way. 

BENNY’S POV OF SUBWAY STATION
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Benny rolls his huge girth onto the subway tracks as another 
colorful marble zips past. 

BENNY BOOM

Wait until I call your mom!

MICKEY CANNON

Keep Nana out of your mouth punk! She 

has nothing to do with this. You can’t 

rat trap your way out of this one! 

A subway train pulls out of the station and Mickey DIVES 
onto the tracks. 

BENNY BOOM

Look I told you fake wiseguys that the 

deal is sealed. Just give me a few more 

days! I’m good for it buddy.

Mickey gulps down air for a beat. 

MICKEY CANNON

Ok, ok let’s have a pow wow. Just come 

on out and I will nick you a bit. That 

way the boss won’t fire me man. Agreed?  

BENNY’S POV OF MICKEY

Mickey TWIRLS and DANCES away from the electrified third 
rail while loading marbles into the sling. 

BENNY BOOM

You dirty rat!

ON BENNY AND MICKEY

Benny appears from behind and slams his fist into Mickey.

His slingshot hits the third rail and creates a large SPARK 
that sends the Rats scrambling in opposite directions.  
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MICKEY CANNON 

(terrified) You tried to kill me!

BENNY BOOM

So?! You just tried to kill me!!

MICKEY CANNON

But I, I was just trying to scare you.

BENNY BOOM

Yeah well whose scared now?! 

MICKEY CANNON

Come on now. We do this every other day 

right Benny? I chase and you escape. 

Let’s shake on it fat boy and get us 

some spaghetti from Nana. 

Crumpled newspapers and soup cans ROLL past like tumbleweeds 
in an old western flick. The Rats glare until Benny blinks.

BENNY BOOM

I do love her marinara sauce. It’s a 

deal old buddy old pal! 

MICKEY CANNON

SIKKKKEEE!!

Mickey pulls out a baton and LEAPS on top of the rail. He is 
up to bat and swings full force at Benny’s face.

Bones CRUNCH and Benny staggers backward then gets hit by 
incoming train. 

MOMENTS LATER
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MICKEY CANNON (O.S.) (CONT'D)

No Boss listen I really tried to 

negotiate this time. But you said no 

deals! Ok. See you at the hideout. 

FADE OUT.

END TEASER

ACT I

FADE IN:

EXT. BROOKLYN NETS BASKETBALL STADIUM - NIGHT

A limousine pulls up outside the stadium and a crowd of 
PAPARAZZI swarm to take pictures. Mickey hops down from the 
undercarriage and heads over to---

INT./EXT. “U AND MY STORAGE FACILITY” - NIGHT

RATS mill about a dark cavernous storage facility casting 
huge shadows across gated storage lockers. They slip in and 
out of a large freight elevator labeled  “out of order”. 

ON MICKEY

MICKEY CANNON

I already know what you thinking boss. 

But I had no choice this time. Fatty  

almost got the drop on me I swear it! 

VINNIE CAPONE, the Leader of the Rat Pack steps from the 
shadows and GLARES. Another muscle on muscle Rat dressed in 
a black fedora and charcoal tailored suit with scars on his 
face and a broken tail. 

ON VINNIE AND MICKEY

VINNIE CAPONE

Nibble me this Mickey and please, take 

your time answering. Benny  didn’t have 

a bomb on him right? 
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Nor was there a rat trap set-up 

anywhere in the subway that he runs? So 

how do you kill our # 1 explosives guy 

then stroll back in to work?! 

Mickey inventories a multitude of makeshift weapons on his 
person that include the slingshot, baton plus a pair of 
brass knuckles. 

MICKEY CANNON

Boss I know, let me handle his brother. 

Might as well take them both out!

Two RAT GOONS named RUMBLE and TUMBLE step forward and  
flank Mickey. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Oh why didn’t I think of that years 

ago? Just let you, “Mr. Slingshot the 

world go round” stroll in and take out 

the biggest crime family in the state 

of New York! Genius.

MICKEY CANNON

No disrespect Boss. I just thought we 

were stronger. 

Vinnie FLOPS down into a chair and a cloud of dust settles. 

CLOSE UP ON VINNIE’S EYES

VINNIE CAPONE

So you just thought we could take down 

a family that’s been running this city 

for over 50 years? 
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Every rat bastard out here gets 

permission from them first but you go 

and kill the second in command?! 

MICKEY CANNON

He was a snitch boss!! Telling the 

under-covers what we got going here.

Vinnie SIGNALS Rumble and Tumble to grab Mickey. 

VINNIE CAPONE

There is no “WE” chump. You just 

started a mother freaking rat war 

Mickey! (sighs) 

MICKEY CANNON

Boss I didn’t mean any disrespect. 

Rumble punches Mickey in the gut and tosses him to the 
floor. 

Vinnie waltzes up and casts a shadow over Mickey.

VINNIE CAPONE

Kid, just head uptown but make sure my 

Auntie thinks you in Brooklyn. Last 

thing I need is her bumping around in 

here man. Someone pass me the phone so 

I can call in the Roaches pronto!  

INT. CASINO HOTEL ROOM IN ATLANTIC CITY - NIGHT

Clothes are strewn throughout the room. On the bed a MAN and 
WOMAN fondle each other. 

PAN AWAY

To the corner of a walk-in closet where RATS are piled on 
top of clothes.   
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DUTCH MASTERS is the deceased Benny Boom’s older brother and 
the head of the Brooklyn Wiseguys Rat Brigade. Two FEMALE 
RATS cuddle up next to his sleeping form. 

Phone rings for a beat. 

DUTCH MASTERS (O.S.)

Yeah, yeah you woke me. To what do I 

owe the pleasure Detective? When am I 

ever alone or sitting down? 

The Female Rats snuggle in closer. 

DUTCH MASTERS (CONT'D)

Just get on with it already. WHAT?! 

He SCRAMBLES for his clothes.

EXT. SUBWAY PLATFORM - NIGHT

A crowd of floppy eared MICE dressed in miniature police 
uniforms mill about the area as DETECTIVE RONIN hangs up the
phone. He’s an elderly MOUSE with just a few more years left 
in him.   

DETECTIVE RONIN

Well that didn’t go over too well. Hey 

you!

Points his flashlight at a Mouse Cop who stares off into 
space.  

MOUSE COP # 1 

Sir?

DETECTIVE RONIN

Is there something specific you staring 

at? Because you keep looking up and 

down the tracks. 
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MOUSE COP # 1

Uh sorry Detective. It’s just that he’s 

all over the place!!

HIGH ANGLE of body parts and clothing scattered throughout 
the  train tracks. 

DETECTIVE RONIN

Yeah Sherlock I hadn’t noticed. 

Everyone on me NOW!!

Detective Ronin addresses the crowd of floppy eared Mice 
Cops on the platform. Subway Riders duck and dodge them like 
the final seconds of a NFL Football game.  

DETECTIVE RONIN (CONT'D)

We got to wrap this up quick before the 

MTA calls the exterminators in just to 

get us out of here. 

Pan away to various Mice with confused looks while Subway 
Riders scurry away in terror.

MOUSE COP # 1

Detective, it’s a.m. What the heck is 

all these people up for anyway?! 

DETECTIVE RONIN

Think before you speak to me Rookie. 

The big apple is full of worms. No one 

ever sleeps. 

High fives all around until Detective Ronin leaps onto a 
wooden bench. 

The group of Mice Cops fall silent and shield their eyes 
with their ears. 
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DETECTIVE RONIN (CONT'D)

This pile of meat belongs to a very 

dangerous rat and I want nothing to do 

with him or his friends! So get your 

tails in motion and secure the freaking 

crime scene!!

INT./EXT. VINNIE CAPONE OFFICE - NIGHT

A loud RUCKUS begins to amplify outside of Vinnie’s office. 

MOMENTS LATER

SONIC BOOM CRASH! The Rat Goon Tumble rolls into the room 
unconscious. 

Dutch waltzes in with hunting knives drawn bringing Vinnie 
to his feet.

VINNIE CAPONE

Uh please have a seat old friend. There 

is much to discuss.  

The two Rats glare. 

DUTCH MASTERS 

What do we need to talk about other 

than me killing you and everybody in 

this building? 

EXT. “A” LINE SUBWAY PLATFORM - NIGHT  

Subway Riders skirt around a Crowd of Rats as they leap off 
the platform onto the tracks. 

Mickey is surrounded by family. His WIFE and NANA CANNON 
could be identical twins based on their clothes and upswept 
hairstyles. 
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NANA CANNON

You were always a good boy! But papa is 

rolling over in his trap from the way 

this turned out. 

Mickey’s Wife bulldozes into the scene. 

WIFE

Oh stop with the dramatics! He’s 

heading to the hideout in Brooklyn. 

Right sugar daddy? 

ON MICKEY 

MICKEY CANNON

Uh yeah definitely! One thing before I 

go. Nana your Nephew Vinnie misses you 

something awful. Maybe you should pay 

him a visit? 

He SCOOPS up both ladies into an embrace. Their feet dangle 
off the ground. 

NANA CANNON

Really? Rumble and Tumble tossed me out 

last time. Why would he---

WIFE

See old woman? Oh my bad. I forgot you 

are blind!

The Wife slaps her belly while Nana Cannon LEANS onto a 
walking stick then puts on a pair of dark shades. 

NANA CANNON

Heffa...
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WIFE

Wench...

MICKEY CANNON

Ladies please! Not in front of my 

little munchkins. Come to daddy!

PAN AWAY TO 

A dozen BABY RATS that jump up and down in front of Mickey. 

WIFE

Hug your daddy and let’s go! 

BABY RATS 
(in unison)

Aww mama! 

WIFE

It’s OK! Daddy has to leave and go kill 

some people. 

WIDE ANGLE glare from Mickey as he pulls the crowd of Baby 
Rats in closer. 

MICKEY CANNON
(whispers)

Don’t you dare lie on me! I always got 

time for my kids. 

FAVORING the downtown side of the tracks a HORN blares. 

MICKEY CANNON (CONT'D)

Time to go!! 

BABY RATS
(in unison)

Aww papa! 
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NANA CANNON

Be safe son. I will call Vin Vin as 

soon as we get out of the station. 

In the shadows of the subway tunnel a match is struck and 
placed on a cigar. 

RUMBLE (O.S.)

Yeah boss I’m on it. Nah he just said 

his farewells. I know, I know don’t 

kill him in front of the kiddies.  

CUT TO:

EXT. “TIMES SQUARE 42ND STREET” SUBWAY ENTRANCE - NIGHT

A swarm of black cockroaches known as the ROACH NINJA SQUAD 
(RNS) are unseen by PEOPLE who shuffle around the lit up 
streets of Times Square. Members of the squad wear all black 
and a hat emblazoned with “RNS” in red block letters on the 
front. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI from Japan leads them like an army militia 
into the underground subway. On his back are four red 
stripes. 

A HOMELESS MAN pushes a rickety shopping cart towards the 
subway entrance. 

HOMELESS MAN

(sings) No one going to love you better 

than me girl. No one going to treat you 

like I can. Just hop on this ride and 

we going to slide on over to my 

place...

The RNS hop on the shopping cart unseen by the Homeless Man 
who descends into the subway bouncing as he goes. 

INT.VINNIE CAPONE’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Vinnie SLAMS down a large old school rotary phone. Dutch 
cracks his knuckles and sheaths the hunting knives then 
pulls out a large sword. 
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A loud BANG is heard and an overweight Rat named TIMBER 
wobbles in. His biceps are the size of tree trunks and so is 
his belly.

TIMBER

Honey I’m home!!

Vinnie cowers while Dutch leaps up onto his tail and feet 
dangling in the air. 

DUTCH MASTERS
(sighs)

Way to make an entrance Tiny Tim. 

Thanks for getting here so quick. 

TIMBER

Man wait until you see how I got into 

this place. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Oh NO!

TIMBER

Oh YES! Mr. Caponie Ravioli you need 

better security on that back entrance 

homie. Dude went TIMBERRRRR and SPLAT.

Right on his face.

Vinnie plops down into the chair and dust settles into the 
air. Dutch SLAMS his sword into the wooden desk and sits.  

FAVORING VINNIE

VINNIE CAPONE 

Look Dutch, that was my wiseguy on the 

phone. He spotted Mickey saying goodbye 

to his folks. I told him to hold off 

and kill him on the train. 
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DUTCH MASTERS

Is that supposed to bring me comfort? 

POV OF SWORD

VINNIE CAPONE

Look man our ties go way back. We come 

from the same rat troupe Dutch. I swear 

I had no clue what Mickey had planned! 

Timber munches loudly on a snack. Dutch glares.

DUTCH MASTERS

Please have a seat friend. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Where the heck did you find food in 

this place? 

Vinnie looks under his desk. 

TIMBER

Aww man I’m starving. Got this off your 

guy that’s laid out back there. He 

won’t need it. 

Dutch snatches the snack from Timber and starts to eat. 

EXT. “A” LINE SUBWAY TRAIN - NIGHT  

Clutched to the back of the “A” train is Mickey. The train 
pulls into the station and he races to the opposite side of 
the tracks labeled “Uptown to the Bronx”. 

MICKEY CANNON (V.O.)

Freaking rat bastards. What the heck am 

I going to do in the Bronx? 

POV OF RUMBLE
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Rumble exits the same train a few subway cars ahead. He 
darts under benches and LEAPS onto a platform then pulls out 
a knife and makes his way toward Mickey. 

RUMBLE (V.O.)

I don’t think the dummy has seen me. 

Just play it cool and do it fast. 

Rumble is positioned overhead and staring down at Mickey 
between the subway cars. 

MICKEY CANNON (V.O.)

All because of stupid freaking Benny! I 

got to miss out on Nana’s cooking and 

spending time with my lady. 

RUMBLE (V.O.)

Here goes! GERONIMO!!

Rumble DIVES with knife in hand as a SUBWAY RIDER walks 
through the car.

CHAOS ENSUES. 

Mickey looks up at the knife glinting in the darkness. 

MICKEY CANNON

That double crossing bastard! 

The Subway Rider rains blow after blow onto their chest. 

RUMBLE (V.O.)

Oh god! Please stop moving. 

Rumble digs his nails in and holds on for dear life. 

Another train on the opposite track flashes by and the 
Subway Rider tosses Rumble in that direction. 

RUMBLE (CONT'D)

Nooooooo!!

PAN TO MICKEY
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MICKEY CANNON

Ha Ha. Tell “our” Boss he messed up big 

time!

The train pulls into the station and Mickey leaps off 
heading into the tunnel. 

Mickey’s laugh echoes in the darkness.

INT.VINNIE CAPONE’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Dutch finishes up the snack and wipes the crumbs on Timber’s 
shirt. Then snatches up his sword. 

TIMBER 

Come on Dutch! I only ate five times 

today. You know I need to keep my 

metabolism up. 

Dutch glares at Timber’s belly then at Vinnie. 

DUTCH MASTERS 

I put you in charge of this area and 

one of your people kills my brother. 

Talk.

Timber leaps forward and pummels the desk like a Silver Back 
Gorilla. 

TIMBER

Benny is dead?? Point them out boss! 

Just point them out and it’s done!

Vinnie sweats profusely. 

VINNIE CAPONE 

Look fellas just kick back and relax 

for a second. We can discuss what your 

bro was into man. I swear.
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DUTCH MASTERS

You got one minute. Then I unleash the 

beast! 

Timber’s stomach SHAKES, RATTLES and ROLLS as he eases into 
a chair.  

TIMBER

Dang. That food did a number on me 

Boss. While you take that minute I will 

be back. Ravioli where’s the John? 

Vinnie grins. 

VINNIE CAPONE

We are out of tissue!

Timber wobbles out of the room. Over his shoulder---

TIMBER

Hahah Man I always carry my own. Give 

me just one minute and I’m back to back 

you up Dutch!

VINNIE CAPONE

Damn it. He broke the toilet last time.

The tip of the sword is placed under Vinnie’s nose. 

DUTCH MASTERS

I suggest you worry about your face 

being broken. So Benny was into making 

the family money--- 

POV of VINNIE

He licks his lips and wiggles his nose.
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VINNIE CAPONE

That is absolutely without a doubt 

correct. But we also caught wind of 

some things last year. 

DUTCH MASTERS

First time I’m hearing about it and you 

know we don’t run our business without 

knowing everybody business. 

Timber rolls back through the door prepared for battle. 

TIMBER

Why yes, I feel 10 pounds lighter Doc. 

Thanks for asking. So who do I knock 

off first boss??

VINNIE CAPONE

Look fellas I hate to break it to you 

now like this but Benny was cutting 

deals on the side and snitching. 

Dutch leaps and is on top of Vinnie in a nanosecond.

DUTCH MASTERS 

I suggest you take that back.

FADE OUT.

END ACT I

ACT II

FADE IN:

INT. BASEMENT OF KINGS COUNTY MORGUE IN BROOKLYN  - NIGHT

Located in the crawl space of the walls at the Kings County 
Morgue is a makeshift “Rat Morgue”. 
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Detective Ronin addresses the room of Rats.  

DETECTIVE RONIN

Since he was brought in did we find any 

clues on the body? 

MORGUE OFFICIAL sweeps a claw through his hair.

MORGUE OFFICIAL

Well there are still so many chunks and 

pieces to go over. 

DETECTIVE RONIN 

Enough already with the dramatics! This 

isn’t the first or last rat to be run 

over by a train. Just give me what you 

got doc. 

MORGUE OFFICIAL

So far we were able to determine the 

cause of death as...

DETECTIVE RONIN

Cause of death? Are you freaking 

serious right now?! 

The Morgue Official flips through a clipboard pauses for a 
beat then continues to flip. Detective Ronin bows his head.  

MORGUE OFFICIAL

Okay I’m sorry. Victim was hit by the 

train and his effects were scattered 

near the third rail. We were able to 

retrieve an intact cellphone, wallet 

and keys from his personal effects. 
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Detective Ronin goes through the wallet and gives a silent 
prayer skyward.  

DETECTIVE RONIN

Thanks for the positive ID on the body. 

Had to bring him here to you rats 

because it was the right thing to do.  

I saw the location and pieces of that 

god awful jogging suit. His next of kin 

was notified immediately. 

Morgue official glares.

MORGUE OFFICIAL

Yeah well we are his people so. Any who 

we also found a handgun in his 

possession and a blood soaked slip for 

a package mailed from Italy. 

DETECTIVE RONIN

We been tailing this one for months. 

How could they get to him without us 

knowing?? 

Detective Ronin begins to pace. 

DETECTIVE RONIN (CONT'D)

Just hand over everything to my mice. 

The most important thing for you is 

talk to absolutely NO ONE about this!

INT./EXT. “U AND MY STORAGE FACILITY” - NIGHT

Unseen by PEDESTRIANS on the street the members of RNS leap 
from trash piled high on the sidewalk. They glide under the 
door of the storage facility. 
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A MOB of RATS pause in their work as RNS marches toward the 
freight elevator. 

EXT. VINNIE CAPONE’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Behind the desk sits Vinnie’s SECRETARY who is the current 
MISS RAT U.S.A. Her make-up is caked on with scarlet red 
lipstick and matching nail polish. She is dressed in a low-
cut mini dress and red bottom heels.

Shinobu Takashi struts over with the RNS members piled up 
behind him. 

The Secretary Miss Rat U.S.A. looks up from her desk. 

INT. VINNIE CAPONE’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Dutch has Vinnie in a choke hold. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Ok look man I swear I wouldn’t say it 

if I didn’t have proof! 

Tumble stirs awake with a cough and spits up blood.

VINNIE CAPONE/DUTCH MASTERS 
(in unison) Crap.

TIMBER

Don’t worry Boss. I got him.

Timber wobbles over and does a belly flop onto Tumble. He 
passes out cold. 

The phone intercom buzzes and the Secretary Miss Rat U.S.A. 
addresses her Boss. 

SECRETARY MISS RAT U.S.A.

(sings) Darling! Your friends are here 

BUT there isn’t enough room in there 

for all this. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Tell me about it.

He snaps his fingers at Timber to stand up then pleads with 
his eyes. 
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Timber rolls over to the intercom and presses a button. 

TIMBER
(sings)

Send them in darling! 

MOMENTS LATER

Vinnie gapes as the RNS members begin to pile into the 
office.  

VINNIE CAPONE

Ok hold up! Let’s take this to the 

conference room. 

The mass of cockroaches that is RNS parts like the dead sea 
and Shinobu Takashi steps forward to glare at Vinnie.

SHINOBU TAKASHI

It is my honor to bequeath your request 

once I have been informed of the 

issues. So please proceed on why you 

have summoned the ROACH NINJA SQUAD!

Tension mounts in the room until Dutch smiles at Shinobu. 

DUTCH MASTERS

You do realize it’s the 21st century 

right? I keep telling you the dramatics 

isn’t needed friend. 

Shinobu Takashi eyes light up and he jogs over to embrace 
Dutch Masters. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

Ahhh old friend. To what do I owe this 

honor? Your presence for dinner is 

requested by my queen yet again. When 

can we expect you? 
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DUTCH MASTERS

Wow the old lady still has the hots for 

me bro? After all these years?

The RNS Members begin to draw weapons and squeeze in closer.  

TIMBER
(sings)

Chill out boys before I decide to snack 

on something other than these chips. 

Timber munches then wobbles forward.  

VINNIE CAPONE

Eww you eat bugs too??

TIMBER 
(grins)

Hi Mr. Apocalypse I got a can of Raid 

to cut right through that urban legend 

of you boys surviving after we get 

nuked. How about you give my Boss some 

room before I get to spraying!! 

Shinobu bows his head.

SHINOBU TAKASHI

She will always and forever only have 

eyes for me friend. (addresses RNS) 

DISENGAGE NOW!

Weapons are sheathed and the RNS members press up against 
the walls. 

DUTCH MASTERS

Still got them on a tight leash huh? 

CUT TO:
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EXT. “TIMES SQUARE 42ND STREET” SUBWAY ENTRANCE - NIGHT

Mickey limps out of the station with a few cuts and bruises 
and a crooked tail.

MICKEY CANNON 

Stupid kid tried to kill me. I’m the 

cannon man and I’m always ready to 

shoot! Ahhh (winces) Damn I need a 

phone.  

He leaps onto the purse of a WOMAN and retrieves her 
cellphone. She bumps into a MAN in a hoodie who glares. 

WOMAN

Oh my god he assaulted me! Where is my 

phone? I thought I put it in here. Ugh 

I’m going to be late for work AGAIN!

As the Woman heads back toward the train station Mickey 
begins to dial. 

MICKEY CANNON

Freaking sun is coming up? I hope these 

fellas are up. Pick up, pick up, pick 

up the phone!!

Pedestrians look down and stare zombie-like at the Rat 
hopping up and down on a cellphone then shuffle on. 

BACK TO:

INT. VINNIE CAPONE’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Shinobu pulls out a huge blade from his back and takes a 
knee in front of Dutch Masters. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

I demand to know who has killed my 

brother from another mother.
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DUTCH MASTERS

Yeah man, I felt the same way. Vinnie 

here was just getting to that part. 

Right “friend”? 

Timber, Shinobu and Dutch step forward to glare. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Let us head to the conference room. Can 

anyone else breathe in here with all 

these roaches?

Vinnie gulps and Tumble moans from the floor. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

Show us the path and lead the way to 

your redemption. (addresses RNS) 

Disperse NOW!

The room is cleared in a flash and Vinnie gapes. 

INT. DETECTIVE RONIN’S APARTMENT  - SUNRISE

On the walls of Detective Ronin’s apartment are plaques for 
a variety of awards given to him by the Police Department. 
Framed photos of a little mouse BABY at different locations 
also adorns the wall.  

He tosses a large ring of keys onto a glass table. His 
MOTHER calls out from another room. 

MOTHER

Who’s there?!

DETECTIVE RONIN

Just me momma. Go back to sleep. 
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MOTHER

Son I been up watching the news. Did 

you hear about that rat bastard in the 

subway? 

Detective Ronin walks around the apartment stripping off his 
work gear as he goes. 

DETECTIVE RONIN

No I actually didn’t. What did they say 

happened? (mouthes) OMG!

MOTHER

They say he connected to them boys you 

been chasing all your life. You sure 

you aint hear about it? 

She rolls out of the bedroom in a makeshift wheelchair and 
watches her son intently. 

DETECTIVE RONIN

Time out. What you made for dinner? 

Because I could eat a whole wheel of 

cheese right now momma! 

Her floppy ears perk up. She throws her fists in the air, 
palms outward and shakes them in gleeful joy. 

MOTHER 

Oh I’m so happy you dumped your 

fiancee. She couldn’t cook worth a damn 

anyway. (sings) Sit down and tell momma 

ALL the details of them dirty rats you 

were chasing.  
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DETECTIVE RONIN

I’m not allowed to talk shop momma.

MOTHER

Yes you can! We aren’t like those caged 

up gerbils baby spinning their wheels. 

You promised. 

He flops down onto the floor in defeat. 

DETECTIVE RONIN

No more secrets. Can I at least eat and 

get some sleep? 

MOTHER

Eat up! I will be here waiting on you 

sonny. 

She SCREECHES across the cheap linoleum floor back into the 
bedroom. 

FADE OUT.

END ACT II

ACT III

FADE IN:

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - SUNRISE

Members of RNS along with Shinobu, Dutch, Timber,Vinnie and 
Tumble are crowded into a makeshift conference room. 

Smart-phones have been mounted on the wall to resemble flat 
screen televisions. The conference room decor is pieces of 
wood shaped into tables and chairs. Walls are adorned with 
Rats from the past and present who make up the “Rat Pack”.  

VINNIE CAPONE

We have all gathered here today to---
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DUTCH MASTERS

Let me stop you right there. You have 

less than five minutes before we make 

cat food out of you.

VINNIE CAPONE

My humblest apologies Dutch. Let me 

again offer my condolences on the death 

of Benny last night. 

DUTCH MASTERS

I am itching for my knives again. 

(sings) Where oh where could they be? 

TIMBER

Here you go Boss. 

Timber tosses food into his mouth and switchblades across 
the room to Dutch. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

Is there food?

Shinobu checks under the table. 

DUTCH MASTERS
(sighs)

Always. Can we just get on with this? 

VINNIE CAPONE 

As previously mentioned to Dutch, about 

6 months ago we found out some things 

about Benny Boom. He was wheeling and 

dealing with Rats back home. 
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DUTCH MASTERS

Yeah and? We always wheeling and 

dealing with Rats back home. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Correct. The difference is what they 

were dealing. He was trying to smuggle 

some potent stuff out here that we 

banned a long time ago. 

Dutch leaps from his seat.  

DUTCH MASTERS

No way! He would never betray the 

family like that. 

Vinnie grins.

VINNIE CAPONE

Benny brought us a taste man. It’s 

downstairs as we speak. 

PAN WIDE to conference room where the group sits atop the 
freight elevator. 

Dutch Masters leans over through the access panel in the 
roof of the elevator and scans the room below.  

DUTCH MASTERS

That hasn’t been allowed here for over 

two decades. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

DISPERSE NOW!

The room is cleared of RNS in an instant and Vinnie gapes. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Man those guys are AWESOME! 
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INT./EXT. “U AND MY STORAGE FACILITY” - DAY

Rumble cradles his bloody head then walks up to a small door 
located on the side of the storage facility. There is a 
brass door knocker that resembles the face of Vinnie Capone. 

He does a 3-1-2 knock combination and a small window slides 
open. 

A female Rat named PATTY CAKES addresses him. She is the   
ex-supermodel girlfriend of Vinnie Capone relegated to goon 
duty.

PATTY CAKES

You just getting back? 

RUMBLE

Shut your fat lips patty and open the 

dog gone door!

PATTY CAKES

Oh so you think because old Vinnie 

dumped me that makes me weak? I will 

cut off your niblets and feed it to the 

cats next door. 

She pulls out a switchblade knife and starts cleaning her 
nails. Rumble breaks out in a sweat. 

RUMBLE

Come on give me some of that (sings) 

“Patty Cake, patty cake bakers man put 

it in the oven as fast as you can, just 

roll it up” ---

Security cameras overhead track the movements of Rumble as 
he dances outside the storage facility. Mob Rats point and 
laugh at the security cameras. 

PATTY CAKES

Aww give me a kiss!
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RUMBLE

Yuck! You trying to get me killed? Open 

the damn door!

A series of locks tumble into place and double doors to the 
storage facility open up. 

PATTY CAKES

Hold on lover I’m coming with! Vinnie’s 

office is crowded. This is getting 

good. 

Rumble limps his way inside. 

RUMBLE

Damn are you freaking serious? Just 

stay here.

PATTY CAKES

Darling you will never be the boss of 

this rat queen. I’m going. Vinnie 

thinks he can just tuck me away at some 

back door and ---

Patty Cakes continues to ramble as she gives chase.

INT./EXT. FREIGHT ELEVATOR - DAY

The RNS crew has made a jigsaw puzzle on the wall
downstairs. Vinnie looks on in amazement until Dutch flicks 
his knife across his tail. 

DUTCH MASTERS

Take me to it now! 

VINNIE CAPONE

Do you see these fools? How do they 

move so fast?!
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A HUGE SWORD gleams in the sunlight that filters in from the 
elevator shaft. Shinobu Takashi wields it with ease and 
points it at Vinnie. 

SHINOBU TAKASHI

Our allegiance sir is to the Brigade of 

Rat warriors that came before us. 

Please do not dishonor my people by 

placing unearned labels forth. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Uh how about skilled professionals?

SHINOBU TAKASHI

This label appeases me. Thank you sir, 

now please proceed. 

DUTCH MASTERS
(sarcasm)

Always cashing checks that your butt 

can’t cash Vinnie. 

Patty Cakes voice amplifies throughout the elevator shaft 
announcing Rumble’s approach. 

PATTY CAKES

Next time just take me with---

She stops in her tracks mesmerized at RNS on the wall. 

DUTCH MASTERS

Great. Another way you defy me Vinnie! 

I told you to get rid of this 

chickenhead a long time ago. 

PATTY CAKES

Chickenhead? (pauses) Who you calling a 

chickenhead you sneaky rat bastard! 
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Brass Knuckles are out in a flash and Patty Cakes flexes her 
fingers. 

The RNS members begin to shuffle into another pattern and 
start to pull out a stockpile of weapons. 

Rumble produces a metal bat and Shinobu Takashi slices his 
knife through the air creating a wind tunnel effect. 

Tension rises in the room for a beat until the Secretary 
Miss Rat U.S.A. sticks her head around the corner. 

SECRETARY MISS RAT USA

We just got a lead on Mickey Cannon 

boss. Our snitch--- (Vinnie grimaces) I 

mean boy in the square just called it 

in from 42nd. You fellas and the lady 

ok in here?

Vinnie exhales. 

VINNIE CAPONE

Thank you sweetie. 

PATTY CAKES

What you just call her??

VINNIE CAPONE

Everybody just listen up, PLEASE! 

Rumble, you and Tumble go clean up my 

office. Patty go with them before I 

kill you!

PATTY CAKES

It aint over chump! Watch your back and 

your front! 

Patty Cakes is dragged out of the room by his Goons. 
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TIMBER

I think I’m in love! What kind of cake 

is she made of?

Vinnie shudders. 

VINNIE CAPONE

She is going to be the death of me. 

This way to the vault boys! But please 

step lightly I added some extra 

security. 

The floor lights up Blood Red leading a path to a soup can 
converted into a vault with a massive lock. 

EXT. “TIMES SQUARE 42ND STREET” - DAY

A BICYCLE BRIGADE weaves its way around PEDESTRIANS in Times 
Square. STREET VENDORS ring bells and hand over snacks from 
smoke filled carts. 

Mickey Cannon is curled up under an abandoned Broadway Show 
marquee about CATS. A poster of a snarling cat peers down at 
him from over head. 

Shadows begin to flit across his sleeping form on the 
pavement. They increase in size until three DARK FIGURES
collide with the pavement. Long nails SCRATCH the gum-
infested concrete and stirs Mickey Cannon from his slumber. 

He awakens with a start.

MICKEY CANNON

Nana I swear it wasn’t me! No Benny 

watch out...

Talons click against the sidewalk. The Dark Figures lean in 
close toward Mickey Cannon filling the screen. 

FADE TO BLACK.
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